
HEAT APPLIED CIGARETTE TAX STAMPS 
RFP 2021-0400-4706  

AMENDMENT 1 
 
 
CURRENTLY: 
 
SEC. 1.01 SCOPE OF WORK AND DELIVERABLES 
1. TYPE AND APPLICATION: These stamps must be Fuson or equivalent stamps consisting of five 
impressions or layers, including safety tint lettering. The stamps must be produced by the gravure 
process or an alternative solution which offers new technology and enhanced security. Any alternative 
method offered is subject to review and approval by the State of Alaska and must be suitable for 
positive application with heat to the receiving surface such as cellophane and polypropylene. Offerors 
must furnish with proposal, canceled samples of stamps and list the states currently using the offeror's 
stamps. 
 
CHANGE TO: 

SEC. 1.01 SCOPE OF WORK AND DELIVERABLES 
1. TYPE AND APPLICATION: These stamps must be Fuson or equivalent stamps consisting of at least five 
impressions or layers, including safety tint lettering. The stamps must be produced by the gravure 
process or an alternative solution which offers new technology and enhanced security. Any alternative 
method offered is subject to review and approval by the State of Alaska and must be suitable for 
positive application with heat to the receiving surface such as cellophane and polypropylene. Offerors 
must furnish with proposal, canceled samples of stamps and list the states currently using the offeror's 
stamps. 
 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: 
 
Question: How many orders does the State estimate will be placed per year? 
Answer: Three shipments per year. 
 
Question: Will all shipments be sent to the Anchorage address? 
Answer: All shipments will be shipped to the Anchorage address provided in attachment 1 Cost Proposal 
 
Question: What method of cancellation should be used for required submission of stamp samples? 
Answer: Any method is acceptable as long as submitted stamp is not usable. 
 
Question: Is there a sample of the currently used stamp available for review? 
Answer: Yes, a sample is available upon request. 
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